Urgent Solution for Single Tooth Loss: Fiber-Reinforced Composite Bridges
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Introduction

Nowadays, due to the esthetic expectations of people, the necessity of rehabilitation in single tooth loss, particularly in the front, has become an urgent need. The teeth in the anterior region may be lost due to trauma or periodontal destruction; in this case, this region should be rehabilitated with immediate reconstruction.

The preparation of a conventional fixed partial denture treatment, in which adjacent teeth have no caries and have a good esthetic appearance, is now considered to be a radical treatment by many clinicians (1). The length of treatment duration and conventional fixed partial denture treatment dependence on the technician's skill is a major disadvantage. Nevertheless, in cases of severe bone loss with excessive periodontal tissue loss, implant treatment may not be a very successful option. In some cases, the bone tissue must be supported with graft before implant treatment so the duration of treatment will be too long. Moreover, many patients tend to avoid implant therapy because of financial difficulties or psychological concerns due to surgical procedures. Fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) provide an innovative alternative to conventional methods to quickly and economically improve the esthetic, phonation, and functional deficiencies. In recent studies, the 5-year survival rate using conventional bridge prostheses was found to be slightly more than 90% and using resin-supported bridges was found to 87.7% (2). Recently usega of this FRC bridge treatment is more common, and it can be an alternative treatment to the traditional systems.

Case Presentations

Case 1
A 23-year-old male was referred to our clinic to esthetically compensate the loss of his maxillary central incisor. The tooth was extracted from the tooth socket because of trauma but the patient did not lose the tooth. The socket and surrounding tissues were examined, and
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proximal caries was found on the adjacent teeth. No mobility was found in the adjacent teeth, and no pathology was found by performing a radiographic examination. The patient opted for the economic FRC bridge option with the use of his own avulsed tooth as a pontic. Therefore, it was decided to use the avulsed tooth as a natural pontic for the anterior aesthetic FRC bridge fabrication.

The advantages of this treatment are as follows:

- It is easier to create a natural esthetic appearance because the patient is missing a tooth.
- Preparation procedures required for conventional systems are not required in this system.
- Treatment is more economical for the patient.

In this treatment, a cast model was first formed by taking an impression of the patient's mouth. The patient's tooth was adjusted in the model. The carious areas on abutments were polished. Existing cavities were expanded further in the mesiodistal and cervico-incisal directions, allowing Ribbond to settle (Figure 1). Thus, it reached a dimension that can provide sufficient support for a pontic. Ribbond was cut on the cast model at an appropriate size with special scissors in the set (Figure 2). Then, the primer of bond agent and 37% phosphoric acid was applied for 20 s, and the excess phosphoric acid was removed under low air pressure for 10 s. Then, bonding was applied and polymerized with light for 10 s. The pontic was conveniently positioned and attached to the abutments at contact points with a flowable composite. Then, a very thin layer of the flowable composite was applied to the tooth and pontic surfaces. After controlling the pontic in the proper position, Ribbond saturated in 20 s with the bonding agent set with the help of a hand instrument so that the edges were in the proper position within the cavity limits was then polymerized for 20 s with light. Then, the Ribbond surface was covered with anterior region composites, and after polymerization for 40 s, the edges were smoothed. Occlusion was controlled in centric, lateral, and protrusive movements, and premature contacts were removed (Figure 3). Treatment was successfully completed (Figure 4), and the patient was educated about techniques of brushing and flossing and also came back for a follow-up visit after 6 months.

The patient's oral hygiene was good at the 6th-month visit. There was slight coloring in the teeth, but edema, hyperemia, and lesions were not found at the gingiva (Figure 5).

**Case 2**

A 48-year-old male was referred to our clinic for immediate treatment because of a deficiency in the maxillary central incisor (Figure 6). It was understood that the tooth was lost due to periodontal damage after the anamnesis was obtained from the patient. After performing intraoral and radiological examinations, the periodontal status of the adjacent teeth was poor (Figure 7). A FRC was planned to support to splint the teeth with a poor periodontal status. Considering the patient's expectations, rehabilitation with an implant-supported prosthesis or conventional fixed prosthesis was not preferred.

An impression was first taken with alginate, and a cast was prepared. Cavities were prepared in an enamel boundary on the palatal surfaces of the teeth. The surface was roughened with 37% orthophosphoric acid, and bonding agents were applied on the tooth surface. The enamel surface was covered with a flowable composite. Ribbond was cut on the cast model at a proper length and was saturated in the bond for 20 s. Then, it was placed on the tooth surface in a suitable position and covered with a flowable composite again. Occlusion was controlled in all movements, and premature contacts were removed (Figure 8). The patient was given oral hygiene motivation and was called for follow-up visit 6 months later.

**Discussion**

Polyethylene or glass fibers are generally used to support the resin matrix in FRC bridges. Although aramid or carbon graphite fibers can be used, they are not particularly preferred due to their esthetic deficiencies. Fiber reinforcement on the resin provides improved mechanical properties and optimized material properties. They are synthetic compounds and inherently non-toxic and are not used in materials that come into direct contact with oral tissues.

*In vitro* studies have shown that FRC material is an anisotropic material which means its clinical and mechanical performance is directly related to fiber direction. Fibers applied parallel to the resin show
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highest performance, but it has been found that application in the vertical direction causes severe performance losses. In short, the strength of FRC depends on:

- Fiber and composite material properties.
- Quantity of fiber and composite.
- Adhesion of fiber and resin matrix.
- Fiber rate in the resin matrix.
- Fiber orientation.
- Localization of the fiber in the prosthesis (3).

Silane agents are used in prosthodontics as adhesion-improving material between different materials (4). It is applied to increase the glass fiber–resin connection. Surface roughening is done by a technique called plasma treatment to increase the polyethylene fiber–resin bond. If these processes are not properly applied, the surface wettability of the resin is reduced, and as a result, no proper connection can be achieved (5). Indications of FRC bridges include:

- Splinting teeth with increased periodontal loss.
- Increase retention in the orthodontic treatment.
- Provisional bridge construction.
- To increase support in the construction of fixed partial bridges.
- Prosthetics repair.
- Strengthening the structure of teeth with excess material loss after endodontic treatment (5).

This article describes fabricating an FRC bridge with using patients’ own permanent central incisor after extraction.

**Conclusion**

Fiber-reinforced composites are frequently used as splint materials, and their use has achieved successful results. They can be used for permanent restoration because of the simplicity of construction steps and the very conservative treatment method in case of a single tooth defect. The most important advantages are: if FRCs are properly prepared, they will not transfer overload to abutments and necessary shaping can be achieved so that the gingiva can be properly cleaned.

One of the major disadvantages of prosthetic restorations is the necessity of completing the missing soft tissue with another material in case of severe bone loss and when soft-tissue shaping is not possible (6). However, FRC bridge restoration can become weak, and long-term esthetic results may not be as desirable. If a patient’s tooth is used in restoration, the root does not cut and gingival recession can be simulated.

Some of the other advantages include; FRC bridge restorations being an economically suitable treatment, the absence of a metal portion that can cause corrosion, and its reversible nature if problems are encountered. Strength against occlusal and lateral forces is very limited (7). Implant-supported restoration may be a more conservative treatment method than FRC bridges but may not be used because of economic problems of patients or concerns about the surgical procedure. FRC bridges are easily accepted by patients because of the ease of implementation and economic advantages.
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